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Formulas for the intensity of the light scattered by a gas in a magnetic field are derived for 
arbitrary total angular momenta of the normal and excited states. A number of resonance 
effects of the double-resonance type are treated for arbitrary angular momenta, and the re
laxation times that appear in these effects are determined. 

1. In recent years there have been detailed studies, 
both experimental and theoretical, of the resonance 
effects that appear when light is scattered by the 
atoms of a gas subjected to a magnetic field. Ex
amples of such experiments are those on double 
resonance, [ 1, 2] parametric resonance, [ 3] the inter
section of levels, [ 4] and so on. In all such experi
ments one observes an increase of the intensity of 
the scattered light when certain conditions are 
satisfied (for example, when the Larmor preces
sion frequency of the magnetic moment of the atom 
is equal to the frequency of an alternating magnetic 
field [ 1] or to the frequency of modulation of the 
incident light [ 5]). For low gas pressures the width 
of the resonance curve is determined by the natural 
lifetime of the excited state. When the pressure is 
increased the width at first decreases owing to 
diffusion of the radiation, and thereafter increases 
owing to binary collisions of excited atoms with 
normal atoms, accompanied by transfer of excita
tion. These processes have been studied theoreti
cally (see[ 6 ,7J). In these papers it is shown that 
there are two relaxation times y j 1 andy 21-the 
respective relaxation times of circular and linear 
polarizations-and explicit expressions for these 
times are derived. 

The theoretical treatment of effects of the 
double-resonance type has usually been confined to 
the case in which the total angular momentum of 
the excited level of the atom is equal to unity, and 
that of the lower level is zero. The purpose of the 
present paper is to derive formulas for the inten
sity and polarization of the light scattered by a gas 
in a magnetic field for arbitrary total angular 
momenta of the upper and lower levels (Sees. 3 
and 4). In Sees. 5-8 we consider certain resonance 
effects for arbitrary angular momenta, and also 
indicate in what sort of experiments the relaxation 
times yj1 and Y21 can be observed. 

2. Let a gas be placed in a uniform magnetic 
field and illuminated with light of the resonance 
line. We shall assume that the spectral composi
tion of the light is much broader than the Zeeman 
splitting of the excited level. We denote by j 1 and j 0 

the respective total angular momenta of the atom 
in the excited and ground states. We shall number 
the Zeeman sublevels of the excited state with an 
index m, and those of the ground state with an in
dex J.L. The intensity IkA. of the light scattered in the 
direction k with the polarization A. (A. = 1, 2) is 

/kA = fo' 2} fmm' (ekA dm•p.) (ekA dmp.)", (I) 
mm'lJ. 

where I~ is a proportionality constant, fmm' is the 
density matrix of the excited atoms, ekf... is the unit 
vector of the polarization, and dmJ.L is the matrix 
element of the dipole-moment operator of the atom. 

In the presence of a magnetic field the density 
matrix fmm' satisfies the equation 

dfmm·l dt = - i [V, f1mm• - "" rm,m{ fm m • + :F mm'. (2) .LJ mm' t I 

Here V = J.L 0gH · J is the energy operator of the in
teraction between the atom and the external mag
netic field H, J.L 0 is the Bohr magneton, g is the 
g-factor, and J is the operator of the total angular 
momentum of the atom. The matrix r describes 
the ·relaxation processes, and the matrix :J des
cribes the excitation of the atoms by the external 
light source. If the ground-state sublevels are 
equally populated, then, as has been shown in a 
paper by Konstantinov and Perel', [s] 

fF mm• = Fo'~ (dm~-te) (dm, 11e)", (3) 
1-' 

where F~ is a proportionality constant and e is a 
unit vector proportional to the complex amplitude 
of the electric field in the exciting light. 

3. To solve the equations in (2) and find the in-
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tensity (1) of the scattered light we use the expan
sion of the density matrix in terms of irreducible 
tensor operators [ 9]: 

2j, ,. 

1 = ~ .~ (-1)q/q"T-q". (4) 
><=0 q=-x 

The operators f~ are normalized so that 

(Tq")mm' = (-1))1-m 'i . · · 2x + 1 ( i1 x i1 ) 
(2j1-!-1) ' - m q m' 

(5) 

Here we have introduced the Wigner 3j symbol. 
Then, in view of the orthogonality of the 3j symbols, 

2x-!-1 
~ (Tq")mm•(Tqtx')mw = 2't + i'~qqll\xxl (6) 

1nm' l 

By means of the orthogonality relation (6) it is easy 
to express the fq in terms of the fmm': 

2it + 1 "" ( ) fqx = (- 1)q 2X + 1 LJ fmm•(T -q,.)mm'· 7 
mm' 

The change to the quantities f q is very advan
tageous, since they have a more direct physical 
meaning than the matrix elements fmm'. For ex
ample, f ~ = Spf is the population of the excited 
level, and f~ is equal apart from a constant factor 
to the average value of the qth circular component 
of the total angular momentum of the excited atoms. 
In fact, if we introduce the circular components of 
a vector by the rule 

At = -(Ax + iAy) / l'2. Ao = Az, A_, = (Ax- iAy) / y2, 

then by the Wigner-Eckart theorem[ 9J we have 

(Jq)mm•=(-1)j,-m[(2jl-!-1)(ji-i-1)jtJ'/,( jli jl )· (8) 
-mqm' 

Then, using (4), (5) and (8), we get 

(lq) = Spf}q = (-1)q[h(h + 1))"'jq1. 

As will be seen later, the change to the repre
sentation (K, q) allows us to distinguish the depen
dences of the scattered light intensity (1) on the 
angular momenta j 0 and j 1, and also on the direc
tions and polarizations of the exciting and scattered 
beams. 

By means of (4)-(8) we can easily get from (2) 

the equation for the quantities f~: 

(9) 

Here 

r~~: = (2Xl + 1) 2] (-1)m-m, (jl jl' X) 
mm', m -m q 

m1m1 

!J'q" = (2jl -1- 1)'1• 2] (-1)m-j, (jl j 1, X) iJ'mm'• (10) 
mm' m -m q 

Without its relaxation and excitation terms Eq. 
(9) is a special case of the equation derived by 
Fano[!O] for an inhomogeneous field. The opera
tors f q differ from the operators chosen by Fano 
by the factor (2j 1 + 1) 112 I (2K + 1) 112 and replacement 
of q by -q. 

An important advantage of the representation 
(K, q) is the fact that in this representation the 
matrix r is diagonal in important cases and does 
not depend on q and q 1• This occurs in the diffusion 
of radiation in the case of complete capture, and 
also in relaxation owing to binary collisions of ex
cited atoms with normal atoms.C 7J Therefore in 
what follows we set 

The equation (9) then takes the form 

dfq>'/dt = i~-tog{[(x + q) (x- q + 1)/2]''•Hd;-t -1- qHo/q" 

- [(x- q) (x -1- q -1- 1)/2]''•H_J~+1}- vx/q" + fF qx. 1(11) 

It is remarkable that the equations with different K 

can be separated. Therefore the number of coupled 
equations for a given K is 2K + 1 and does not de
pend on j 1 and j 0• This fact makes it easy to exam
ine the general case of arbitrary j 1 and j 0• 

4. Let us substitute the value of fF mm' given by 
(3) into the formula (10). Then, when we use the 
expression for the matrix elements of the dipole 
moment operator in terms of 3j symbols and the 
reduced matrix elements (j 1 II d II j 0), 

(dq)m!J. = (-1)i,-m ( jl 1 io) {il!ldllio), 
-m q 11 

after some manipulations we get 

Here F 0 = (2j 1 +1) 112 1 (j 1 11 d II j 0) I 2F 0 is a new con
stant, and the expression in curly brackets is a 6j 
symbol. Also we have introduced the function 

where eq are the circular components of the polar
ization vector e of the exciting light. In the deriva
tion of the expression (12) we have used the sym
metry properties of the 3j symbols, [ 9] and also 
the formula 
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~(-1)i'+m'(it '.·2 ~',) (ia j4 r,) 
m' mt m2 m m3 m4 - m 

= ~ (-i)2i,+i+m (2j + 1) {~t ~2 j:} 
jm /a /4 I 

X ( ia i2 i) (it j4 i) 
m3 m2 m mt m4 - m 

Let us now express the intensity IkA. of the scat
tered light in terms of the quantities fq· By means 
of Eqs. (1), (4), (5) we find 

IkJ. = (-i)i,+i'/0 ~ (2x + 1) {~ ~ ~} ~ (-i)qf:<D~q (ekJ.), 
x ]1 ]1 ]o q 

where 

Io = (2h + 1)-'h\ (hlldlljo) \2Io' 

As is well known, [ 9] the 6j symbol 

{it ;2 ia} 
l1 lz la 

is different from zero only if the sets of three 
numbers (j 1, jz, j 3), (j 1, Z2, Z3), (j 2, Z1, Z3), and 

(14) 

(Z 1, Z2, h) satisfy the triangle condition. Thus the 
6j symbol that appears in (12) and (14) is different 
from zero only if the following inequalities are 
satisfied: 

0::::;:;; X::::;:;; 2. 

The first inequality is the selection rule for a 
dipole transition. The second is automatically 
satisfied in the expansion (4). Finally, the third 
inequality shows that for excitation by light the 
quantities ff'q exist only for K = 0, 1, 2, and that 
there are contributions to the intensity Ik.\ of the 
scattered light only from the quantities 

foO, fq 1 (q = 0, +1) and fq2 (q = 0, +1, +2). 

From the fact that the density matrix fmm' is 
Hermitian it follows that 

(15) 

and therefore to find the intensity Ik.\ it is suffi
cient to know only six quantities fq (K = 0, 1, 2; q ?- O), 
which can be determined from (11). We note that, 
according to the definition (1:3), the function cl>q( e) 
has a property analogous to ( 15): 

(16) 

The function <I>~ which appears in (12) and (14) 
determines which of the Yq occur for excitation by 
light incident in a given direction and with a given 
polarization, and which of the f q contribute to the 
intensity IkA. of the scattered light. 

If the exciting or observed light is linearly 
polarized in the direction with the polar angles 
(0, cp), then by using the explicit values of the ap-

propriate 3j symbols we find from the definition (13) 

<Doo = -1 1 y3, <Dq1 = 0, <D02 = (3cos2 8- 1) I 1'30, 

<D12 = sin 8 cos 8 ei'l' I y5, <Dz2 = sin2 8 e2i/'l' I 21'S. (1 7) 

For q < 0 the values of the functions <I>q can be ob
tained from (17) by means of the relations (16). 

For light propagated in the direction defined by 
the polar angles (0 1, cp 1) and with right-circular 
polarization, we have 

e1 = 1 I 2 ( 1 - cos 81) ei'~'', eo = - 2-';, sin 81, 

e-t = 1 I z ( 1 +cos 81) e-iq>, · 

Substituting these components in (13), we get 

3>cos2 81- 1 
<DoZ=-----

2 y30 

,.... 2 __ sin 81 cos 81 
'-1'1 - eiq:\ 

2 y5 

(18) 

(19) 

Accordingly <I>~ is different from zero for any 
polarization and any direction of propagation. The 
functions <I>~ (q = 0, ± 1) are different from zero 
only for circular polarization. As can be seen from 
(17) and (19), in both cases the functions <I>~ are 
proportional to the spherical functions Y ~. The 
proportionality factors, however, depend on K and q. 

5. Double resonance. [ 1•2] The constant magnetic 
field 2/{0 is directed along the z axis. In addition, 
an alternating magnetic field ::.re 1 is applied in a 
perpendicular direction. Near resonance only one 
of the circular components of the magnetic field is 
important. Therefore we shall, as usual, regard 
the field 2/t1 as rotating in the xy plane: 

Let the excitation be produced by light of con
stant intensity polarized, for example, along the z 
axis. Then from (12) and (17) we find that only the 
quantities §"'~ and .15 are different from zero 

6Z' 0 = (-i)i,+i,+t F ~ {1 1 0} 
" 0 0 Jf3 i1 i1 io ' 

It is now easy to get the solution of the equations 
(11) that corresponds to the stationary condition. 
Substituting in (11) the circular components of the 
magnetic field 

H1 = -3tteiwt 12, Ho = 2/to, H-t = :!ete-iwt fi2 

and setting f~ ~ eiqwt, we solve the resulting sys-
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tern of algebraic equations. The final result is 

fo0 = iT o0 I '\'o, fq 1 = 0, 

:;: o2 fF o2 3Q12 ( 462 + Q12 + '\'22) fo2 = -- - -- . ---::---c--:-=--:--
'\'2 '\'2 ( 62 + '\'22 + Q12) ( 41\2 + '\'22 + 4Q12) 

N = - :ifo2l/ 3 
'\'2 y 2 

X Q (26 = iv2) [ ( 6 + iv2) (26 + iv2)- Q12l eiwt 

1 ( 62 + '\'22 + Q12) ( 462 + '\'22 + 4Q12) ' 

·2= ffo2V 3 Q12 (6+iv2) (26+iv2)-Q12 p2iwt 

t '\'2 2 (62 + '\'22 + Q12) (462 + '\'22 + 4Q12) 

(21) 

Here we have introduced the notations Q = J-i 0g ;Je0, 

Q1 = JJ.og:1e1, 0 =w -Q. 
As can be seen from (21), the quantities f ~ and 

the associated components of the intensity of 
the scattered radiation have resonance maxima at 
o = 0. The intensity associated with f ~ and with the 
first term in f 5 is a constant background. Substi
tuging the quantities (21) in the expression (14), we 
can easily get the intensity Ik;\ of the scattered 
light. In the case j 1 = 1, j 0 = 0 the formula for the 
intensity has been derived by Dodd and Series. [ 2] 

We present the ratio of the signal of the unmodu
lated component in the resonance (the second term 
in f ~) to the background, for the case of observa
tion of light polarized along the z axis. For sim
plicity we take Q 1 « y 2 (absence of saturation) and 
y 2 = Yo = y (low pressures). Then the ratio in 
question is 

3r 1 + 40(2h- 1)h(h + 1) (2h + 3) J-1 Q12 
L {3X(X-1)-8j1(it+1)}2 '\'2' 

where X= (j 1 - j 0) (j 1 + j 0 + 1) + 2. Here we have 
used the values of the 6j symbols given by 
Edmonds. [ 9] This ratio decreases rapidly with 
increase of j 1 and j 0 • 

Let us also consider the question of the possi
bility of observing the relaxation time yj 1 in ex
periments on double resonance. This relaxation 
time is manifested if components associated with 
f ~ are observed in the scattered light. It follows 
from (12), (14), and (19) that this is possible only 
if circular polarization is used both in the excita
tion and in the observation. Let us consider the 
case in which the exciting light is propagated along 
the constant magnetic field (the z axis) and is cir
cularly polarized in the xy plane. Observation of 
the light circularly polarized in the yz plane is 
made along the x axis. Equations (12) and (19) 
show that the only ones of the quantities :rF q that 
are different from zero are the following: 

ffoo = (-1)i,+io+~Fo~ {1 1 0} 
Y3 i1 i1 io ' 

1fol=(-1)io+i,p0 ~{~ ~ :}. 

Y6 hIt /o 

ffo2 = ( _ 1 )io+i1+lp0 1 {1 1 2} . (22) 
"V30 i1 i1 io 

The equations (11) for K = 1 are essentially the 
Bloch equations for the magnetic moment of the 
atom. The time yj1 is here the time of both longi
tudinal and transverse relaxation. From (11) we 
find 

ft1 = - ffo1 Q1 6 + i'\'1 eiwt. (23) 

'\'i l'2 62 + '\'12 + Qi2 

The quantities q and fJ are given as before by the 
expressions (21). 

With the indicated type of observation the only 
contributions to the intensity of the scattered light 
are those from f ~. fl 1, f ~. and f:f 2• Then the inten
sity is 

Fo 
I= Io- (A+B+C+D), 

Vo 

where 

A _ 1 f 1 1 0 } 2 1 { 1 1 2 }2 y0 

- 3t j1 it jo 2 j1 it jo '\'2 

B=!!_{1 1 ~}2 
4 }! }1 Jo 

D = _1f 1 1 2 }2 

4 t1}! j1 jo 

~--Qi2(41\2 + Q12 + '\'22) 
'\'2 (c52 + '\'22 + Q!2) ( 41\2 + '\'22 + 4Q!2) ' 

X~ Q12 36y2 sin 2wt- (262 - y22 - Q_~ cos 2w~ (24) 
'\'2 ( 62 + '\'22 + Q12) ( 462 + yz2 + 4Q!2) 

Here A is a constant background, and B and D are 
the unmodulated and modulated (at frequency 2w) 
resonance components with resonance width y 2 
that ordinarily appear in double resonance. The 
resonance component C is peculiar to circular 
polarization; it is modulated with the frequency w 
of the radiofrequency magnetic field. When unsatur
ated the line is of the Lorentz shape with width y 1• 

With increase of j 1 and j 0 the intensity of component 
C decreases more slowly than those of components 
Band D. 

6. Excitation with modulated light. In experi-
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ments done by Aleksandrovl5J and also by Corney 
and Series[ 11J a gas was placed in a constant mag
netic field and the exciting light was modulated. In 
this case Eq. (11) takes the form 

d/q''ldt= (iqQ--y,_)fq"+ g:-q"(i-esinwt), (25) 

where E is the depth of modulation. It can be seen 
that in this case there is separation not only of 
equations with different K, but also of those with 
different q. Therefore there are contributions to 
the scattered light only from the K and q values 
which are generated by the exciting light. The 
solution of (25) for t » y-;/ is 

x - GL' "{ '\'x + iqQ 
fq - i!f q y,_z + q2Q2 

_ e [ ( )'x + iqQ) 2 + w2] [ ( 'Vx - iqQ) sin wt -:- w cos wt] } 
['\'x2 + (w- qQ)Z] [-yx2 + (w + qQ)2] · 

(26) 

From this we have 

{ 1 'Vx sin wt - w cos wt.} . 
fo" = :!f o" -- e -'------~-,----~· 

'Yx '\'x2 + <D 2 
(27) 

The second term in (27) describes the demodulation 
of the corresponding component of the scattered 
light when u.: becomes larger than y K. 

For q > 0 we assume Q » YK (strong magnetic 
field), and we shall consider a modulation frequency 
of the exciting light close to the resonance fre
quency. Then 

f x - 14 " e w - qQ + iv,_ . t 
q - oT q e"" 

2 'Yx2 + (w- qQ)2 · 
(28) 

If the excitation is produced by plane-polarized 
light propagated along the magnetic field, then only 
:!f~, 2f5, and 2Ti 2 are excited. Accordingly reson
ance is observed at the frequency w = 2 Q. Reson
ance at the frequency w = Q can be observed in 
plane-polarized light if, for example, the excitation 
and observation are arranged at right angles with 
the magnetic field and with each other. If with these 
same directions of excitation and observation one 
uses circular polarization, there are contributions 
to the scattered light from f ~. f:f 1, f 5 and [f 2• In 
the components of the scattered light associated 
with fl 1 the line width will be determined by the 
quantity y 1, and the resonance will be reached at 
the frequency w = Q. The component with its reson
ance maximum at the frequency w = 2 Q (associa-
ted with f:f 2 ) will have a resonance width given by 
y 2• Formulas for the intensity of the scattered 
light can be derived easily for the various cases, 
in analogy with the way this is done in Sec. 5, by 
means of Eqs. (12)-(19), (27), and (28). 

7. Parametric resonance. Let the high-frequency 

magnetic field :JC 1 be applied parallel to the con
stant magnetic field. The intensity of the exciting 
light is constant. Then (11) takes the form 

dfq" I dt = iq (Q + Qi sin wt)fq" -vxfq" + 2f q". (29) 

As in the preceding case, equations with different K 

and with different q are separated. The solution of 
(29) can be obtained in the form of an infinite ser
ies of terms modulated with frequencies which are 
multiples of w. [ 3] For simplicity we shall regard 
the field ::It 1 as weak and confine ourselves to the 
first approximation with respect to Q tJw. Then it 
is not hard to get the solution (t » y;{1) 

GL { '\'x + iqQ + iqQi 
f "=i!f " 

q q 'Vx2 + q2Q2 '\'x - iqQ 

[ ( 'Yx + iqQ) 2 + w2][ ( 'Yx - iqQ) sin wt - w cos wt] } 
X [v,_2+(w-qQ)2][-yx2+(w+qQ)2] I 

from which we have f0K = g:-~IYK· We shall again 
take the constant magnetic field to be strong, and 
the frequency w as close to resonance. Then the 
quantities f~ for q > 0 are given by (28) with the 
substitution E ~ Q 1/u.:. The arguments given in 
Sec. 6 hold also in this case. 

8. Finally, we note the possibility of observing 
the effects which have been described in unpolar
ized light. In this case in Eqs. (12) and (14) we 
must replace the functions <1>~ with the expression 

'Yq"(k) = ~a>q"(e"") 

where k is the unit vector in the direction of exci
tation (or observation) with the polar angles (e 2, cp 2). 

Simple calculations give 

'l'o0 = -2 I f3, 'I' q1 = 0, 'l'o2 = - (3 cos2 8z- 1) /1/30, 

'1'12 =1- sin 8z cos 8zei<P, I 1"5. 'l'z2 =- sin2 8ze2i<P,/215.' 

Thus, for example, in an experiment on double 
resonance we can direct the unpolarized exciting 
ligp.t along the magnetic field (the z axis) and regis
ter the total intensity of the light scattered in the 
direction of the x or y axis. We will then observe 
an unmodulated resonance component and a reson
ance component modulated with the frequency 2 w. 
In the experiment on parametric resonance and in 
experiments with modulated exciting light one can 
observe resonance effects in unpolarized light if, 
for example, the directions of excitation, of obser
vation, and of the constant magnetic field are all 
mutually perpendicular. Of course for unpolarized 
light the widths of all resonance curves are deter
mined by the quantity y 2• 
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